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ABSTRACT
Processing Audio Visual (AV) content is complex and time consuming as they are synchronous and time continuous information. But most of the today's
information and the data uploaded in the internetwork is AV information. AV occupies more space and are computationally intense. The main goal of the
video summarization algorithm is to take video to summarize as input and to identify/recognize the important and significant parts of the input and to
output a video that has only important parts of video that represents the input video. There are some disadvantages in video summarization process like
lack of benchmark dataset, proper processing tools, efficient summarization algorithm, etc. This summarization technique has a pplication in many realtime industries like sports, cinema, TV channels, etc., that has large video content to be handled in their day-to-day life. This paper discusses some of the
video summarization techniques that can be employed in processing AV contents.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Video summarization [1] is the process of identifying the significant
segments of the video and produce output video whose content
represents the entire input video. It has advantages like reducing the
storage space used for the video. In scenarios like maintaining
surveillance videos, only few frames have meaningful information
while other frames are still and has same information. Surveillance
video with less needed information occupies more space. There are
many such videos that occupy more storage space.
Consider the sports video, TV Serials/Series, reality shows, dramas,
movies, etc. that are hours length videos. Watching these hours length
video is time consuming and boring for the viewers. To make the video
content crisp and also in reducing the storage space, video
summarization can be done. One additional advantage to create wide
publicity for any massive event is to publish the event’s promo in TV
channels and social media one-week advance. The summary contains
only the important content that represents/keeps the main content of
the original video.
So far, these hours length videos are summarized using manual video
editor who watches the entire video and summarizes. The summary
created depends entirely on the mindset of the editor. They are prone
to specialization (based on the his/her favorite content), error (non
important content may be identified as important), etc. In order to
generalize the summarization task, automation must be done. This
paper discusses about various summarization techniques [8], [5] that
can be applied on the AV contents from the real-time materialized
world.
II. RELATED WORK
In today's computer world, the Deep Learning models and Techniques
has penetrated and made considerable landmark in almost all
specializations of IT sectors. It has made entry in the video
summarization task also. The Deep Learning model trains to learn the
representation of the important moment and identifies only those in
the video given for the summarization. There are many methods in
summarization namely,
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1.
Feature based video summarization: Video has features like
color, motion, dynamic contents, gesture, audio-visuals, objects, speech
transcripts, etc. This method of summarization is done if the end user
wants to analyse the video contents based on the features. If the
summarization is based on the feature1 (say, color), then the color
feature of the video is learnt by the Deep learning model.
2.
Video summarization using Clustering: In this mode
summarization is done when the end user wants to summarize the
video based in the similarity within frames or the characteristics. This
method makes the browsing of video and retrieval of video based on
the content easier. This is done by making use of clustering tools of
data mining like K-Means, partitioned clustering and spectral
clustering.
Michele Merler et al, [2] proposed a Deep Learning based method to
learn the video representation. The audio content and the visual
contents are analyzed using Deep Learning models like Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN), Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM), etc. to learn
the representation. Final summary is generated in the form of the
video.
Haoran Li et al [3], proposed asynchronous text, image, audio and
video based summarization for the video. Each of the asynchronous
components are analyzed separately and some optimization
techniques are applied on the summary and the final textual summary
with increased accuracy is generated. Salience match is also done to
make the summary to be more appropriate.
Siyu Huang et al [4], proposed a ranking based mechanism to
summarize video in multiple stages to learn the spatio-temporal
representations. This method made their work, out perform the other
state-of-art summarization techniques.
Ali Javed et al [7], proposed a method to summarize the audio-visual
features of the cricket video. By identifying the key frame for the audio
contents the key frames for the visual content is identified and the final
summary is generated for the cricket match videos.
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B. Using Convolutional Network

These summarization methods discussed earlier worked on the video
input and produced the textual summary for the video. But reading the
textual summary for a colorful entertaining event makes the
summarization process less efficient. In order to make the
summarization more interesting video summarization is mostly
preferred. In this paper, the way of generating video summary is
explained.

The contents of the video can be categorized as audio and visual
information. The excitement score is computed for audio and the visual
information to make the highlight. Now they are processed separately
to reduce the computation complexity. The audio can be processed
using Convolutional Neural Network to learn the cheering audio
representation and the excitement tone of the commentator. The visual
information can be processed to identify the action of the player.

III. ARCHITECTURE OF SUMMARIZATION
The figure 1 shows the simple architecture of the video summarization
process. The summarization algorithm or the method takes the video
(entire event video) as input and outputs the summary as video that
has only the important parts of the inputted video. The summary can
be done by using different Deep Learning models in parallel and serial
manner. It is discussed in the following sub-sections.

For learning the audio representation, the Mel-Frequency Cepstral
Coefficient (MFCC) is used. The frequency and the amplitude
information for the cheer is learnt. From the learnt information, the
CNN assigns the excitement score for the audio.
For the commentary processing, the CNN network is used to learn the
voice tone of the commentator. Based on the voice tone the audio is
identified to have excitement. The CNN assigns the excitement score to
the audio based on the learnt voice tone representation.

A. Recurrent Neural Network
The Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) based model is designed to learn
the representation.

For the visual information processing, the facial expression dataset like
CK+ dataset [21] is used. The facial expression is learnt by using CNN
network. The frames from the video are taken and preprocessed using
Multi task Cascaded Convolution Neural Network (MTCNN) to confine
the processing area to the region of frame having only the facial
content. This preprocessed image is given to the CNN network. Based
on the learn representation from the CK+ emotion facial dataset, the
CNN network assigns the excitement score for the frames.

Fig. 1: Architecture of the Video summarization model

These excitement scores are combined using the weighted sum [2] of
the excitement scores for each of the information from the video
analyzed. The Equation 3 shows the mathematical representation of
the weighted sum of the excitement score.

The content in the video is learnt in stages. First, the entire video is
taken and preprocessed to be inputted. The frames of the video are
inputted into VGG network to learn the representation. This learnt
feature is feed as input to the Deep 1D FCN. Here the dimensionality of
the input is reduced by applying pooling operations and the
representation learnt is reduced to the dimension that can be feed to
the LSTM architecture. The LSTM takes the output from the FCN
network and outputs its prediction on the input. This is used in ranking
the result.

(3)
where wi is the weight assigned for audio and visual processing and
En(x) is the excitement score for audio and the visual processing. This
combined score is used in the highlight extracting process.
The dataset used in this CNN based highlight identification is the
matches from the Wimbledon 2019 series and US Open 2019 series.
The preprocessing is done on the input video before processing. For
training the audio modules the audio from the match is taken, chunked
and labeled by analysing the frequency and the amplitude of the audio.

From the rank obtained, the user-to-user consistency and
summarization quality [4] are measured to check the correctness of
the ranking done on the output. Based on the ranking, the output
summary video is generated. The equation (1) and (2) shows the
mathematical representation to compute the user-to-user consistency
and summarization quality.

The visual model is trained using the CK+ facial emotion dataset and
testing is done by preprocessing the frames from the video and
identifying the frames with region of interest, that is, with facial
images.
(1)
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
(2)

Si is the summary of the video n created by user i = 1,2,3, …, M, where
M is the number of users reviewing the video. The Equation 2 shows
the summary quality of the user i. the consistency and the quality of a
user is compared to decide the final quality of the user i. Siyu et al
worked with SumMe [12] and TVSum [14] dataset and compared the
results.
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The first method works on the SumME and TVSum dataset. The
experimental results obtained are tabulated in the Table 1. The table
shows the variation in the quality of the summarization. As the
iteration count increases the Q's value converges to the needed value
such that the summarized video is more accurate and interesting.
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Table 1: Variation in User Summary Quality Q
Iteration.
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Table 2. Comparison of performance with State-of-art methods

Variation of Q

Method

SumMe

TVSum

[12]

[14]

TVSum
[14]
17.9%

LSTM [11]

37.6

54.2

1

SumMe
[12]
18%

SUM-GAN [9]

38.6

54.7

2

2.7%

2.2%

DR-DSN [8]

41.4

57.6

3

0.6%

0.4%

MultiStage + Ranking

48

62

(our proposed system)
The Table 2 represents the evaluation results of the model with other
different methods. Our multi-stage learning method out performs the
other methods for TVSum and SumMe datasets. The CNN based
summarization technique also results in a video summary for the given
input video. The resulting video is given to the sports fan for the
ranking and to check the correctness of the highlight generated.

The evaluation done by the sports fan for the video clips. The clips are
taken from the Wimbledon 2019 [15], [16], [17] and US Open 2019
[18], [19], [20]. The performance of the combined excitement score is
evaluated by computing the Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain
(nDCG).

Fig. 2: Performance graph showing the plot of nDCG value against X-axis for each clip in the input sportscast in
(a) Wimbledon 2019 and (b) US Open 2019
The equation 4 shows the mathematical representation of the nDCG
computation.
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